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].4\ Snark infested skies
Joel Powell looks into the troubled history of an
early cruise missile which made contribut ions to
the rocket and space programmes of the early
days while being a dismal f.ailure as a w eapon .

!8 And then there were four
Gerard van der Haar and Jacques van Oene
describe t he newly named launch vehicle f rom
Orbit al ATK, the fourth in a plet hora of new
rockets vying fo r customers.
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This issue is packed with a mix of
new rockets, insight into Russian
satellite launches, how an early
cruise missile helped open up the
space age and why a secret US
spy satellite may have been used
to help ground controllers
understand the magnitude ofthe
damage to the Skylab space
station - compromised just after
its launch 45 years ago in the
month of this issue's cover date.
There is also an interesting note
from Alan Stern of New Horizons
fame aboutthe great strides made
in recent decades, in our
understanding of the Kuiper Belt
- a largely undiscovered region in
our solar system.
Lots going on and a lot to talk
about, but can I direct your
attention to page 46 where Vix
South gate wants you to do your
bestto get out there and shout
about the wonderful way in which
the space programme is enriching
the lives of everyone on the
planet? And to do that through
World Space Week-UK, open to
everyone. This is YOUR Society
and Vix is waiting to make this a
bumper year for promoting space
through the Society.

22 Saving Skylab (the Top Secret way)
Dwayne A. Day looks into the recently
declassified; rchives and finds a subtext to the
remarkable rescue mission of the Skylab space
station involving the GAM BIT spy satellite.

30 Unidentified flying object
Analyst and specialist in Russian and Chinese
space programmes, Phillip S. Clark examines t he
objectives behind the flight of Cosmos 2519 and
associated satel lites.

36 Belts and Braces
New Horizons Principal Investigat or Alan Stern
answers a frequently asked question as to w hy
precursors t o the outer planets and beyond failed
to explore t he Kuiper Belt.
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